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1. INTRODUCTION
We recall that a non-trivial group is said to be 2; 3; 7-generated if it
is an epimorphic image of the infinite perfect group 12; 3; 7 x= X;Y 
X2 = Y 3 = XY 7 = 1: The finite epimorphic images 6= 1 of 12; 3; 7;
which are also called Hurwitz groups, received consideration already in the
last century, in connection with certain algebraic curves and their automor-
phisms. In the last 30 years, several classes of groups have been proved to
be Hurwitz, the main interest being focused on finite simple groups. For
the vast literature in this area we refer to three survey articles [Co2, DMT,
DM] and to a recent paper, where a number of new results have been ob-
tained [LTW]. In particular in [LTW] it is shown that, if R is a finitely
generated ring, the group EnR x= I + teij  1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n; t ∈ R is
2; 3; 7-generated for all sufficiently large n: The proof uses the beautiful
theorem of Higman and Conder [Co1] that, for each n > 167; the alternat-
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ing group An is Hurwitz. In this paper we show that, for each n ≥ 371; the
classical groups
Sp2nq; +2nq; SU2nq; 2n+7q; SU2n+7q
are Hurwitz. Here q is any prime power, except in the case of SU2n+7q;
where we assume q odd. We have not been able to find convenient gen-
erators for −2nq and SU2nq, q even, so these cases are still open. In
particular, since the above groups are absolutely irreducible, we obtain in
this way many absolutely irreducible representations of 12; 3; 7 in any
characteristic. Our lower bound for n; certainly not the best possible, is
only such to make proofs uniform. In a remark at the end of this paper we
indicate the values of n < 371 for which our result holds, with no change in
the proof. In any case our main interest is the asymptotic behaviour of clas-
sical groups with respect to being Hurwitz. On the other hand, it is shown
in [DTZ] that the occurrence of Hurwitz groups as absolutely irreducible
subgroups of SLnq; for “small” values of n; is rare.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We let V be a vector space of dimension n over Fq; with basis ; and let
GLnq act on the right on V: If ψx 12; 3; 7 → GLnq is a representation,
a pair v2; v3 ∈  × is called a handle for ψ if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) ψX induces the identity on v2; v3 and fixes  \ v2; v3y
(2) ψY  acts as v1; v2; v3 for some v1 ∈  and fixes  \
v1; v2; v3:
Lemma 1. Suppose that v2; v3, w2; w3 are handles for ψ such that
v2; v3 ∩ w2; w3 = Z: Let z ∈ GLnq be a matrix which induces the
identity on  \ v2; v3; w2; w3 and acts on v2; v3; w2; w3in one of the
following ways:
1
0BBB@
−1 0 α 0
0 −1 0 α
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA α ∈ Fq;
2
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCA:
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Then the matrices ψX z ψY  and ψXψY  are conjugate. In particu-
lar, putting ψˆX x= ψX z; ψˆY  x= ψY  one defines a representation
ψˆx 12; 3; 7 → GLnq:
Proof. Clearly ψX z is an involution. Let z be of type (1). We note
that vψX z ψY  = vψXψY  for each v ∈  \ v2; v3; whereas
ψXψY x v2 7→ v3 7→ v1; ψX z ψY x v2 7→ −v3 + αw3 7→ v1:
So we let ′ be the basis obtained from  substituting v3 with −v3 + αw3:
It follows that ψX z ψY  is the matrix, with respect to ′, of the lin-
ear tranformation induced by ψXψY  with respect to : In a simi-
lar way, if z is of type (2), vψX z ψY  = vψXψY  for each v ∈
 \ v2; v3; w2; w3: In this case we let ′′ be the basis obtained from  in-
terchanging v3 and w3: Then ψX z ψY  is the matrix, with respect to ′′,
of the linear tranformation induced by ψXψY  with respect to :
Lemma 1 is particularly useful to link linear representations of the group
12; 3; 7 in order to obtain a new representation, different from their
sum, but having the same degree. In fact assume that ψix 12; 3; 7 →
GLniq; i = 1; 2; are representations and that v2; v3 is a handle for
ψ1; w2; w3 is a handle for ψ2: Let ψx 12; 3; 7 → GLn1+n2q be their
sum, i.e.,
ψX x= diagψ1X; ψ2X; ψY  x= diagψ1Y ; ψ2Y ;
and define ψˆ as in Lemma 1, for some z of type (1) or (2).
In the following we identify Sym with the group of permutation ma-
trices.
Lemma 2. Suppose that α 6= 2 generates Fq as a ring. Then, for each
n ≥ 6; SLnq is generated by Alt and the matrix A x= I − 2e11 + e22 +
αe13 + e24:
Proof. Let σ; τ be the permutation matrices corresponding, respectively,
to 2536; 4536 and let B x= AAσ; C x= Bτ: A direct calculation
shows that CA2 = I + 2α− α2e25: Using the fact that Alt is doubly
transitive and the rule, for i; j; k different, I + γeij; I + δejk = I + γδeik
it is easy to see that CA2;Alt = SLnq = A;Alt: (The details
are in the proof of Lemma 2 [LTW].)
Lemma 3. Assume H = z1; : : : ; zm ≤ Alt; where each zi is a cycle
of prime length p: For each i ≤ m let 0i be the support of zi and let 0 x=
01 ∪ · · · ∪ 0m: If H is transitive on 0 and 0 ≥ p+ 3; then H = Alt0:
Proof. Under our assumptions, H transitive implies H primitive. Hence
H = Alt0; by a well known result of Jordan [Jo].
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Let H = h1; h2 be a subgroup of Sym and let 0H; be the graph
defined as follows. The vertices of 0H; are the points of  and, for
each vi 6= vj ∈ , vi; vj is an edge of 0H; precisely when vi; vj is
contained either in an orbit of h1 or in an orbit of h2: We will use the
following result, whose proof is elementary:
Lemma 4. The connected components of 0H; correspond to the orbits
of H on : In particular, H is transitive ⇔ 0H; is connected.
3. THE GENERATORS ξ; y OF Alt(
In [Co1] Conder constructs 17 “basic” transitive permutational repre-
sentations of 12; 3; 7 each of which is depicted by a “diagram” 0: If
ψx 12; 3; 7 → Sym0 is the corresponding representation, we identify
Sym0 with the group of permutation matrices of size 0; acting on the
vector space V with basis 0 over Fq: In this way ψ becomes a linear rep-
resentation and the concept of a handle in the sense of Conder becomes
a special case of our definition of a handle at the beginning of Section 2.
Three of Conder’s diagrams are called G;A, and E, and have, respectively,
42, 14, and 28 vertices, i.e., G = 42, A = 14, and E = 28: The 14
remaining diagrams are described in [Co1, p. 84]. The numbers of their
vertices belong to the set
D x= 36; 42; 57; 77; 115; 135; 136; 142; 144; 165; 180; 187; 195; 216}:
For each d ∈ D; we denote by Hd the diagram with d vertices. Since the
numbers in D give all residues modulo 14, each n big enough can be written
in the form
n = 42a+ 14b+ d; a ≥ 2; b ∈ 0; 1; 2:
So, if  has cardinality n; we let 0 x= G1 ∪ · · · ∪Ga ∪Hd; where each
Gi is a copy of G; and assume  = 0 if b = 0;  = 0 ∪A if b = 1;
 = 0 ∪ E if b = 2: Since diagram G has three handles and each of
the other basic diagrams has at least one handle, repeated application of
the procedure explained just after Lemma 1, with z of type (2), enables
Conder to construct several transitive representations of 12; 3; 7 over :
In fact it is possible to link the a copies of G into a chain, link Ga with Hd,
and, if necessary, with A or E: No matter how the links are made, all the
permutational representations of 12; 3; 7 on  obtained is this way have
the following fundamental properties (see also [Mo]):
(P) Let ξ; y denote the images of X;Y , respectively. Then:
(1) ξ; y9·11·13 fixes each vector in  \ Hd ∪Gay
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(2) there exists a multiple k = kd of 9 · 11 · 13 such that c x= ξ; yk
is a cycle of prime length p /∈ 2; 3; 11; 13; whose support 0 is contained
in Hdy
(3) 0 contains an orbit of ξ and two points from an orbit of yy
(4) 0 ∪ 0 y ≥ p+ 3:
In particular, by Lemma 3, c; cy = Alt0 ∪ 0 y:
We find it convenient to fix a labelling for the diagrams and the way
of doing the links. In other words, for  x= vi  1 ≤ i ≤ n big enough,
we fix a representation of Conder and call ξ; y the images of X;Y in this
representation. So we assume
Gi x=

vj  42i− 1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ 42i
}
; i ≤ ay
Hd x=

vj  42a+ 14b+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n
}
:
The handles in each Gi are
v2+42i−1; v3+42i−1; v14+42i−1; v15+42i−1; v32+42i−1; v33+42i−1:
To link each Gi to Gi+1; we use the last handle v32+42i−1, v33+42i−1
of Gi and the first handle v2+42i, v3+42i of Gi+1: So v32+42i−1ξ = v2+42i,
v33+42i−1ξ = v3+42i, i < a: We use the last handle v32+42a−1, v33+42a−1 of
Ga to connect Ga to Hd and, if b 6= 0; we use the central handle v14+42a−1,
v15+42a−1 of Ga to connect Ga to A or to E:
The following information on the action of ξ; y will suffice for our pur-
poses.
(1) ξ acts as
v2 ξ = v2; v3 ξ = v3; v14 ξ = v14; v15 ξ = v15y
v1; v4v5; v7v6; v10v8; v12v9; v24v11; v29v13; v16v17; v19
v18; v25v20; v27v21; v23v22; v39v26; v30v28; v41v31; v34
v35; v37v36; v40v38; v42y
v32 ξ = v44 and v33 ξ = v45:
For each r < a and each vi ∈ Gr such that vi does not belong to the first
handle of G1 or to the middle or last handle of Ga−1, viξ = vj implies
vi+42ξ = vj+42:
(2) y acts on
S
1≤r≤a Gr as
Q
0≤j≤13av3j+1; v3j+2; v3j+3:
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4. CLASSICAL GROUPS OF EVEN RANK
We treat the classical groups of even rank, listed in the Introduction, in a
unified way. For this purpose we let σ be an automorphism of Fq satisfying
σ2 = id; we let  = ±1, and denote by 3 one of the additive groups Fq;
0, or Fq x= γ ∈ Fq  γσ = −γ: For each matrix g = γi; j; we write gσ
for the matrix with j; i-entry equal to γσi; j and let hσ x GLnq → GL2nq
be the embedding g 7→ diag g; g−1σ: For the triples σ; ;3 specified
below, we define H2nq; σ; ;3 as the subgroup of SL2nq generated by
hσSLnq and by the following block matrices and their transposes:
I γeij − γσeji
0 I

; γ ∈ Fq; i 6= j; 1

I λeii
0 I

; λ ∈ 3: 2
Clearly
H2nq; ; σ;3 ≤

g ∈ SL2nq
 g 0 II 0

gσ =

0 I
I 0

:
The following identifications, respectively, with the symplectic, orthogo-
nal, and unitary groups are well known (see, for example, [HOM, Proposi-
tions 5.3.4, 7.2.23, and 5.3.5]):
H2nq; id;−1; Fq ' Sp2nqy H2nq; id; 1; 0 ' +2nqy
H2nq; σ 6= id; 1; Fq ' SU2nq:
In the last case q is a square and σ maps each γ ∈ Fq to γ
√
q : So the
only triples σ; ;3 that we allow in the definition of H2nq; σ; ;3 are
id;−1; Fq; id; 1; 0 σ 6= id; 1; Fq:
We let  = vi  i ≤ n be as in the previous section and let GL2nq
act on the right on the vector space with basis  ∪  over Fq; where 
is a copy of ; whose elements are denoted by vi: For each vr 6= v` ∈ ;
we write pir; `;  and τr; ` for the elements of H2nq; σ; ;3 which act on
vr; v`; vr; v¯`, respectively, with matrices
pir; `;  x=
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 
 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCA; τr; ` x=
0BBB@
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA
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and fix each element of  ∪  \ vr; v`; v¯r; v¯`: Let n = 42a + 14b +
d; b ≤ 2; d ∈ D; as in Section 3, and assume n ≥ 371: From d ≤ 216;
it follows a ≥ 4: Hence  contains at least four copies G1; : : : ; G4 of
diagram G: Thus v2; v3; v14; v15; v56; v57; v98; v99 are handles for
the Conder permutational representation of 12; 3; 7 that we have chosen.
In particular ξ fixes each of the points above and we can consider the
involution x x= x1ξ, where x1 fixes each member of  except
v2 7→ −v2 + αv14; v3 7→ −v3 + αv15;
2 6= α being a generator for Fq: Even if in Theorem 1 we give an indepen-
dent proof of this fact, it is shown in [LTW] that x2 = y3 = xy7 = 1 and
x; y = SLnq: Define
xˆ x= hσxγσ; ;3; yˆ x= hσy;
where
γid;−1; Fq x= hσv56; v98v57; v99pi97; 100;−1; q oddy
γid; 1; Fq x= pi56; 57; 1 τ98; 99; q eveny
γid; 1; 0 x= pi56; 57; 1y
γσ 6=id; 1; Fq x= pi56; 57; 1; q oddy
γσ 6=id; 1; Fq x= pi56; 57; 1 τ98; 99; q even:
We claim that xˆ is an involution. This is clear if q is even or q is odd
and γσ; ;3 6= γid;−1; Fq : In fact, in these cases, hσx and γσ; ;3 are invo-
lutions with disjoint supports. So assume q odd, xˆ = hσxγid;−1; Fq and
let 1 x= v56; v57; v97; v98; v99; v100: We recall that ξ permutes transitively
v97; v100 and fixes the other vectors in 1: Since hσx acts on 1 as ξ does,
a direct calculation shows that xˆ induces on 1;1 the involution
v56; v98v56; v98v57; v99v57; v99v97;−v100v100; v97:
Our claim then follows, as  \ 1;  \ 1 is fixed pointwise by γid;−1; Fq
and is hσx-invariant.
Lemma 5. (i) The product xˆyˆ has order 7;
(ii) xˆ; yˆ is conjugate to ξ; y under a matrix P which fixes  \Hd; \
Hd and induces the identity on Hd;Hd:
Proof. (i) We actually show that xˆyˆ is conjugate to hσξy: By
Lemma 1, with z = x1, ξy is conjugate to xy; hence hσξy to hσxy: By
the same lemma, with z = pi56; 57; 1; hσxy is conjugate to hσxypi56; 57; 1;
which is conjugate to hσxypi56; 57; 1τ98; 99: So we are left with the case
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xˆ = hσxγid;−1; Fq ; q odd. Again we let 1 x= v56; v57; v97; v98; v99; v100
and note that, for each vi ∈  ∪ \ 1 ∪ 1; vixˆyˆ = vihσxy: Since xˆyˆ
and hσxy act monomially on  ∪ \ v2; v3; v2; v3; we conclude that
they are conjugate comparing the actions
hσxyx v56 7→ v57 7→ v55 · · · y v56 7→ v57 7→ v55 · · · y
xˆyˆx v56 7→ v99 7→ v55 · · · y v56 7→ v99 7→ v55 · · · y
hσxyx v97 7→ v101 7→ v104 7→ v109 7→ v100 7→ v98 7→ v99 7→ v97y
xˆyˆx v97 7→ −v101 7→ −v104 7→ −v109 7→ −v100 7→ v98 7→ v57 7→ v97y
hσxyx v97 7→ v101 7→ v104 7→ v109 7→ v100 7→ v98 7→ v99 7→ v97y
xˆyˆx v97 7→ v101 7→ v104 7→ v109 7→ v100 7→ v98 7→ v57 7→ v97:
(ii) We sketch a proof of the fact that xˆ; yˆ can be brought to
hσξ; hσy under a finite number of conjugations by matrices Pi which
fix  \Hd; \Hd and induce the identity on Hd;Hd:
(a) hσx; hσy can be brought to hσξ; hσy by such a conju-
gation. Let 1 x= v2; v3 ∪ v2; v3 yξ = v2; v3; v4 and note that, for each
v ∈  ∪  \ 1 ∪ 1; vhσx; hσy = vhσξ; hσy ∈  ∪ : Our
claim is then clear as v3 = v3ξ; y = v3x; y and
ξ; yx v2 7→ v5 7→ v22 7→ v40 7→ v38 7→ v29 7→ v4 7→ v1;
x; yx v2 7→ −v5 + αv17 7→ −v22 + αv24 7→ −v40 + αv10 7→ −v38 + αv8
7→ −v29 + αv30 7→ −v4 + αv16 7→ v1:
(b) hσxpi56; 57; 1; hσy can be brought to hσx; hσy by a sim-
ilar conjugation. Arguing as in (a), it is enough to compare the actions on
the vectors in the set v56; v57; v58; v56; v57; v58: Our claim then follows as
v57; v57 are fixed by hσx; hσy and hσxpi56; 57; 1; hσy; and
hσx; hσyx v56 7→ v59 7→ v66 7→ v52 7→ v50 7→ v72 7→ v58 7→ v55y
hσxpi56; 57; hσyx v56 7→ v59 7→ v66 7→ v52 7→ v50 7→ v72 7→ v58 7→ v55y
hσx; hσyx v56 7→ v59 7→ v66 7→ v52 7→ v50 7→ v72 7→ v58 7→ v55y
hσxpi56;57; hσyx v56 7→ v59 7→ v66 7→ v52 7→ v50 7→ v72 7→ v58 7→ v55:
(c) hσxpi56; 57; 1τ98; 99; hσy can be brought to hσxpi56; 57; 1;
hσy in a similar way. To show this, it is enough to compare the actions
on the vectors in the set v98; v99; v100: v99 is fixed by hσxpi56; 57; 1; hσy
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and by hσxpi56; 57τ98; 99; hσy; and
hσxpi56; 57; 1; hσyx v98 7→ v101 7→ v108 7→ v94 7→ v92 7→ v114
7→ v100 7→ v97y
hσxpi56;57;1τ98;99; hσyx v98 7→ v101 + v101 7→ v108 + v108
7→ v94 + v94 7→ v92 + v92 7→ v114 + v114
7→ v100 + v100 7→ v97:
(d) We assume xˆ = hσxγid;−1; Fq ; q odd, and show that xˆ; yˆ can
be brought to hσx; hσy by such a conjugation. For this purpose it
is enough to compare the actions on the vectors in the set 1 ∪ 1; where
1 x= v56; v57; v58; v97; v98; v99; v100; v103: Our claim follows from the fact
that each of the points v57; v57; v99; v99 is fixed by hσx; hσy and by
xˆ; yˆ and
hσx; hσy =
(
v56; v59; v66; v52; v50; v72; v58; v55; v68; v54; v48; v51; v61
y
xˆ; yˆ = (v56;−v101;−v108;−v94;−v92;−v114;−v100; v55; v68; v54;
v48; v51; v61
y
hσx; hσy = v56; v59; v66; v52; v50; v72; v58; v55; v68; v54; v48; v51; v61y
xˆ; yˆ = (v56; v101; v108; v94; v92; v114; v100; v55; v68; v54; v48;
v51; v61
y
hσx; hσy =
(
v97; v110; v96; v90; v93; v103; v98; v101; v108; v94; v92;
v114; v100
y
xˆ; yˆ = (v97;−v110;−v96;−v90;−v93;−v103; v98; v59; v66; v52;
v50; v72; v58
y
hσx; hσy =
(
v97; v110; v96; v90; v93; v103; v98; v101; v108; v94; v92;
v114; v100
y
xˆ; yˆ = (v97; v110; v96; v90; v93; v103; v98; v59; v66; v52; v50; v72; v58:
Lemma 6. xˆ; yˆ ≥ hσAlt:
Proof. In the notations of Section 3, let k ∈  be such that ξ; yk =
c; where c is the p-cycle satisfying properties (P). We recall that H0 x=
c; cy = Alt0 ∪ 0 y; where 0 is the support of c: Since 0 is a subset of
Hd; by (ii) of Lemma 5 we have xˆ; yˆk = hσc: Hence
hσH0 =
〈
hσc; hσchσ y
 = hσAlt0 ∪ 0 y
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is a subgroup of xˆ; yˆ: We want to show that the normal closure
hσH0xˆ; yˆ contains hσAlt: For this purpose we let 1 be a maximal
subset of  with respect to the properties
0 ∪ 0 y ⊆ 1 and hσAlt1 ≤ hσH0xˆ; yˆ:
Since 1 ∩ 1y 6= Z; we have〈
hσAlt1; hσAlt1yˆ
 = hσAlt1 ∪ 1y;
hence 1 = 1y by the maximality of 1. We first show that if 1 6= ; there
exists v ∈ 1 such that vxˆ ∈  \ 1: We have to distinguish two cases.
(i) Assume q even or q odd and γσ; ;3 6= γid;−1;Fq : By the tran-
sitivity of ξ; y on ; there exists v ∈ 1 such that vξ ∈  \ 1: Clearly
v /∈ v2; v3; v56; v57; v98; v99; since ξ fixes each of these points. Hence
vξ = vxˆ:
(ii) Assume γσ;;3 = γid;−1; Fq ; q odd. We recall that ξ interchanges
v97 with v100 and fixes each of the points v56; v57; v98; v99: Let ξ0 act on
 as ξ does, except that ξ0 fixes v97; fixes v100, and permutes transi-
tively each of the sets v56; v98 and v57; v99: The graph 0ξ; y; is
connected as ξ; y is transitive on : In this graph, the connected sub-
graph of vertices v97; v98; v99 is connected to the rest only by the edge
v97; v100: It follows that also 0ξ0; y; is connected because it is ob-
tained from 0ξ; y; by removing the edge v97; v100; but adding the
edges v56; v98 and v57; v99. By Lemma 4, ξ0; y is transitive on ; so
there exists v ∈ 1 such that vξ0 ∈  \ 1: Clearly v /∈ v2; v3; v97; v100 as
each of these points is fixed by ξ0: Hence vξ0 = vξ = vxˆ:
Now, by properties (P), there exist vi; vj ∈ 0 ⊆ 1 such that either vi; vj
is a cycle of ξ or viξ = vi. It follows hσv; vi; vj ∈ hσAlt1 and vxˆ ∈
 \ 1; vixˆ ∈ , vjxˆ ∈ : But this gives〈
hσAlt1; hσv; vi; vjxˆ

= hσAlt1 ∪ vxˆ; vixˆ; vjxˆ ≤ hσH0xˆ; yˆ;
a contradiction by the maximality of 1: We conclude 1 = :
Lemma 7. Let n ≥ 6: For each fixed r 6= `; t 6= s x
(i) hσSLnq; pir; `;  contains the set of generators of type (1) of
H2nq; σ; ;3y
(ii) if q is odd or 3 = 0; H2nq; σ; ;3 = hσSLnq; pir; `; y
(iii) if q is even and 3 6=0; H2nq; σ; ;3=hσSLnq; pir;`;; τt;s:
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Proof. (i) Since Alt is doubly transitive, the sets of conjugates of
pir; `;  and τt; s under Alt coincide, respectively, with pii; j;   1 ≤ i 6=
j ≤ n and τi; j  1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n: A direct calculation shows that, for each
i 6= j; ` 6∈ i; j,
I + γeij 0
0 I − γσeji
pi`; j; 
=

I γeij − γσeji
0 I

;

I + γeij 0
0 I − γσeji
pii; `; 
=

I 0
γeij − γσeji I

:
(ii) By (i) we may assume 3 6= 0, q odd. Note that
I + γσeij 0
0 I − γeji

;

I eij − eji
0 I

=

I γ − γσeii
0 I

:
If  = −1, σ = id, Fq = 2Fq = γ − γσ  γ ∈ Fqy if  = 1; σ 6= id;
Fq = γ − γσ  γ ∈ Fq: Hence we obtain all generators of type (2) of
H2nq; σ; ;3:
(iii) We may assume t = 1; s = 2: Direct calculation shows that
τ x= hσI + e12; τ1;2

I e12 + e21
0 I

=

I e11
0 I

:
Let δ x= diagγ−1; γ; In−2: Since
τhσ δ =

I γ1+σe11
0 I

;
we obtain all generators of type (2).
Theorem 1. For all n ≥ 371 and all q; the groups Sp2nq, +2nq,
SU2nq are Hurwitz.
Proof. xˆ; yˆ = hσxγσ; ;3; hσy ≤ H2nq; σ; ;3: So it is enough
to show xˆ; yˆ = H2nq; σ; ;3: By Lemma 6, hσAlt ≤ xˆ; yˆ: In
particular, as xˆ = hσξhσx1γσ; ;3 and hσξ ∈ hσAlt; it fol-
lows hσx1γσ; ;3 ∈ xˆ; yˆ: We recall that the support of γσ; ;3 is a
subset of 1;1; where 1 x= v56; v57; v97; v98; v99; v100: So the group
H x= hσx1γσ; ;3; hσAlt \ 1 is a subdirect product of
hσx1; hσAlt \ 1 × γσ; ;3:
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By Lemma 2, hσx1; hσAlt \ 1 = hσSL\1q: It follows H ′ =
hσSL\1q: In particular H ′ contains a root subgroup hσI + γei; j 
γ ∈ Fq which, together with hσAlt; generates hσSLnq: From
hσx1 ∈ hσSLnq; we have γσ; ;3 ∈ xˆ; yˆ and, in the symplectic case
with q odd, pi97; 100;−1 ∈ xˆ; yˆ: Assume first that we are not in the sym-
plectic or unitary case with q even. It follows immediately from Lemma 7,
hσSLnq; γσ; ;3 = H2nq; σ; ;3:
Finally assume that we are in the symplectic or in the unitary case, with
q even. Let S x=  \ v98; v99; K x= hσSLSq; γσ; ;3: Then K is a
subdirect product of
hσSLSq; pi56; 57; 1 × τ98; 99:
The first factor clearly contains the corresponding orthogonal group over
the prime subring, which is perfect. Since pi56;57;1 belongs to this orthogonal
group, it follows pi56;57;1 ∈ K′ ≤ xˆ; yˆ: We conclude τ98;99 ∈ xˆ; yˆ and, by
Lemma 7, hσSLnq; pi56; 57; 1; τ98; 99 = H2nq; σ; ;3:
5. CLASSICAL GROUPS OF ODD RANK
In this section we assume q odd and let GL2n+7q act on the right on the
vector space with basis W ∪ ∪ over Fq; where W x= wi  1 ≤ i ≤ 7:
Define H2n+7q; σ as the derived subgroup of
H˜2n+7q; σ x=
8><>:g ∈ SL2n+7q
 g
0B@ I7 0 00 0 I
0 I 0
1CAgσ =
0B@ I7 0 00 0 I
0 I 0
1CA
9>=>; ;
where σ and gσ are as in the previous section. Since q is odd,
H2n+7q; id ' 2n+7q; H2n+7q; σ 6= id ' SU2n+7q:
We can thus identify H2nq; id; 1; 0 with the subgroup of H2n+7q; id
which fixes each wi ∈ W and H2nq; σ 6= id; 1; Fq with the subgroup of
H2n+7q; σ 6= id which fixes each wi ∈ W: With these identifications, hσ
becomes the map g 7→ diag I7; g; g−1σ; for each g ∈ GLnq:
Assume n ≥ 371: Since  contains at least four copies of diagram G;
xˆ x= hσxpi56; 57; 1 fixes pointwise the central handles v98; v99 of G3 and
v98; v99 of G3: Define
x˜ x= x2 x3 xˆ = x2 x3 hσxpi56; 57; 1; y˜ x= y2 yˆ = y2 hσy;
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where x2; x3; y2 fix all basis vectors except
x2x w1 7→ w2 7→ w1; w3 7→ w4 7→ w3y
x3x w6 7→ −w6 + 2v98; w7 7→ −w7 + 2v99; v98 7→ 2w6 + v98 − 2v98;
v99 7→ 2w7 + v99 − 2v99y
y2x w2 7→ w4 7→ w5 7→ w2; w1 7→ −w6 7→ −w7 7→ w1:
It is almost immediate to check x˜2 = xˆ2 x22 x23 = 1; y˜3 = yˆ3 y32 = 1; x˜; y˜ ≤
H˜2n+7q; σ: As a consequence of point (i) of the next lemma, x˜; y˜ is a
perfect group, hence it is contained in the derived subroup H2n+7q; σ:
We recall that there exists a multiple k of 9 · 11 · 13 such that c x= ξ; yk
is a cycle of prime length p; with support 0:
Lemma 8. (i) The product x˜y˜ has order 7.
(ii) If η x= x˜; y˜8k; then η;ηy˜′ = hσAlt0 ∪ 0 y:
Proof. (i) We first note that x2 y2 = w1; w4; w3; w5; w2;−w6;−w7
has order 7. Since xˆx2 y˜7 = xˆyˆ7 x2 y27 = 1; it is enough to show that
x˜ y˜ is conjugate to xˆx2 y˜: Let B′ be the basis obtained from B x= W ∪∪
substituting w7 with w7′ x= −w7 + 2v99 and v99 with v′99 x= 2w7 + v99− 2v99:
Then x˜ y˜ is the matrix, with respect to B′; of the isometry induced by xˆx2 y˜
with respect to B: To see this it is enough to compare the actions
xˆ x2 y˜x w6 7→ w7 7→ −w1; v98 7→ v99 7→ v97;
x˜ y˜x w6 7→ w7′ 7→ −w1; v98 7→ v′99 7→ v97:
(ii) x˜; y˜ is such that
w1 7→ w2 7→ −w1 − 2v97; w4 7→ w5 7→ w3 7→ −w6 7→ −w4 − 2v101;
w7 7→ w7;
v98 7→ −2w4 + v101 − 2v101; v99 7→ v99; v100 7→ −2w1 + v97 − 2v97:
In particular w7 is fixed by x˜; y˜: A direct calculation shows that v97 and
v101 lie in the same orbit S of x˜; y˜; where S = 13; and that the sub-
space w1; w2 +˙ S is x˜; y˜-invariant. Since x˜; y˜2 acts as −I on w1; w2
modulo S; it follows that x˜; y˜2·13 acts on w1; w2 +˙ S with matrix(−I ∗
0 I

, hence x˜; y˜4·13 induces the identity on this submodule. In particular,
η fixes w1 and w2: In a similar way, w3; w4; w5; w6 +˙ S is x˜; y˜-invariant
and x˜; y˜4 acts as −I on w3; w4; w5; w6 modulo S: It follows that
x˜; y˜8·13 induces the identity on w3; w4; w5; w6: We conclude that η fixes
each wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7: By the proof of Lemma 5, the matrix P corresponding
to the permutation v59; v59v66; v66v52; v52v50; v50v72; v72v58; v58
is such that P−1xˆ; yˆP = hσx; hσy: Since  is hσx; hσy-
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invariant and hσx; hσyk = hσξ; hσyk fixes each vector in
 \ 0, P is xˆ; yˆ-invariant and xˆ; yˆk fixes each vector in P \ 0: If
J x= 59; 66; 52; 50; 72; 58; then P =  \ vj  j ∈ J ∪ vj  j ∈ J:
Since x˜; y˜ acts on P as xˆ; yˆ does, η fixes pointwise P \ 0: A direct
calculation shows that x˜; y˜13; hence η; fixes also vj for each j ∈ J: Let
10 x= 0y; U x= W  +˙  \ 10 +˙  \ 10: By the above considerations,
U is η-invariant and the matrix ηU of the restriction of η to U has shape0B@ I 0 0B C F
0 0 I
1CA:
A necessary condition for η to be an isometry is B = 0; C = I: Since U is
y˜-invariant and
y˜U =
0B@ y2 0 00 yˆ\10 0
0 0 yˆ\10
1CA;
η;ηy˜U is abelian. On the other hand, 10; 10 is η;ηy˜-invariant and
η acts on this subspace as ξ; y8k = c8 does. It follows η;ηy˜10;10 =
hσAlt0 ∪ 0y by properties (P). We conclude η;ηy˜′ = hσAlt0 ∪
0 y:
Let S be a subset of W ∪ ∪ such that S ∩ = S ∩: Clearly S is
non-degenerate and we denote by HSq; σ the subgroup of H2n+7q; σ
which fixes each basis vector v /∈ S and induces the corresponding classical
group on S:
Lemma 9. Assume S ≥ 4: For each v ∈ S; denote by Hv the stabilizer of
v in HSq; σ:
(i) HSq; σ is transitive on the set
V1 x=
8><>:v ∈ S
 v
0B@ I7 0 00 0 I
0 I 0
1CA vσ = 1
9>=>; y
(ii) for each v ∈ V1; any two distinct conjugates of Hv generate
HSq; σ:
Proof. (i) This is a consequence of the well known Witt lemma (see
also [KL, p. 49]).
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(ii) The only maximal subgroup of HSq; σ which contains Hv is the
normalizer of Hv: See [KL, tables at pp. 3, 71–75].
Theorem 2. For all n ≥ 371 and all odd q; the groups 2n+7q,
SU2n+7q are Hurwitz.
Proof. x˜; y˜ = x2 x3 hσxpi56; 57; 1; y2 hσy ≤ H2n+7q; σ: So we
have to show x˜; y˜ = H2n+7q; σ: By Lemma 8, x˜; y˜ ≥ hσAlt0∪ 0y:
Repeating exactly the proof of Lemma 6 [case (i)], with xˆ replaced
by x˜; we get x˜; y˜ ≥ hσAlt: From hσx = hσξhσx1 with
hσξ ∈ hσAlt; it follows x2x3hσx1pi56; 57; 1 ∈ x˜; y˜: Let 1 x=
v56; v57; v98; v99;
H x= x2x3hσx1pi56; 57; 1; hσAlt \ 1:
Then H is a subdirect product of
hσx1; hσAlt \ 1 × x2x3pi56; 57; 1:
By Lemma 2, H ′ = SL\1q: In particular H ′ contains a root sub-
group hσI + γei; j  γ ∈ Fq which, together with hσAlt; generates
hσSLnq: From hσx1 ∈ hσSLnq; it follows x2x3pi56; 57; 1 ∈ x˜; y˜:
Let K x= x2x3pi56; 57; 1; hσSL\v98; v99q: K is a subdirect product of〈
pi56; 57; 1; hσ
(
SL\v98; v99q
× x2x3:
By Lemma 7, K′ = H\v98; v99q; σ: Clearly K′ and hσAlt generate
H∪q; σ: Finally let S x=  ∪ \ v99; v99 and note that〈
HSq; σ;HSq; σx˜
 ≤ HS∪w6q; σ:
By Lemma 9, HSq; σ;HSq; σx˜ = HS∪w6q; σ and it follows eas-
ily that 〈
HS∪w6q; σ;H∪q; σ
 = H∪∪w6q; σ ≤ x˜; y˜:
By the same arguments, with S1 x=  ∪ \ v98; v98; we get〈
HS1q; σ;HS1q; σx˜
 = HS1∪w7q; σ:
Hence, if S2 x=  ∪ ∪ w6; w7;〈
HS1∪w7q; σ;H∪q; σ
 = HS2q; σ ≤ x˜; y˜:
In particular, from x˜ = x2x3xˆ, y˜ = y2yˆ, and x3xˆ; yˆ ≤ HS2q; σ; it fol-
lows x2; y2 ≤ x˜; y˜: Repeated use of Lemma 9 gives that the normal clo-
sure of HS2q; σ under the 7-cycle x2y2=w1; w4; w3; w5; w2;−w6;−w7
coincides with H2n+7q; σ:
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Remark. An inspection of the proofs shows that Theorems 1 and 2 hold
for all n = 42a + 14b + d such that that either a ≥ 4 or a = 3 and b = 0
because, in the latter case, there is no diagram A or E in  to be linked
to G1: There are many such integers less than 371, the smallest of which
is 162.
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